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Bezel a Swarovski Pear crystal using PaisleyDuos and Lava Etch druks. 
The pendant fits perfectly in this folkloristic necklace. 
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Skill Level: Intermediate and up
Techniques to know: Ending/adding thread, familiar with two-holed beads
Finished size: pendant 45x33mm (1.12x1.5 inches), necklace 43cm (17 inches) long. Each extra 
section adds 27mm (1 inch) to the necklace. 

MATERIALS
72 PaisleyDuos
17 Lava Etch druks 8mm
10g 11/0 seed beads colour 1
3g 11/0 seed beads colour 2
3g 15/0 seed beads 

18x13mm Swarovski Pear 4320
#11 beading needles 
Fireline to match/blend in, 6lb
Scissors or thread zapper

petroskid1
I Love Beads



Fireline 6lb

Supplies

Needle size 11

B:

A:

72 pcs PaisleyDuos 2g 15/0 Miyuki seed beads

C: 2g 11/0 Miyuki seed beads colour 2

E:

17 pcs 8 mm Etched druks

6g 11/0 Miyuki seed beads colour 1

F:

Information about the tutorial
When a new bead is added for the first time, it is identified with name and size after the designated letter. 
After that I only use the letter itself. If you want to simplify, add pieces of paper with each letter by the 
corresponding bead on your bead mat. 

New beads are shown with their colours according to the diagram above, while previously added beads
are gray or lighter coloured.

When you work with multi-hole beads it is important to pass through the correct hole in the correct
direction in order for the tutorial to be helpful. Also, check before use that all holes are ok on the beads. 

1 pc 18x13mm Swarovski Pear 4320D:
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1. Work the underside of the pendant first: On 1.5M (about 1.5 yd) Fireline, add a stop bead or a 
beadstopper, leaving a 10cm (4-inch) tail. 

2. Pick up 8A (11/0 Miyuki seed beads). Pass through the 8A beads again forming a ring. Remove
stopper bead, knot the threads, then pass through 1A. See Diagram 1.

Diagram 1

3. Pick up 1A, and pass through next 3A. Pick up 1A, and pass through next 1A. Repeat once, 
then step up through the first A added in this step. See Diagram 2. 

Diagram 2

NOTE!
Knot the threads here
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4. Pick up 7A, and pass through the next 1A you added in the previous step. Pick up 3A, and pass 
through next 1A. Pick up 7A, pass through next 1A. Pick up 5A, pass through the A where you
started this step, and pass again through the first 4A added in this step. See Diagram 3. 

Diagram 3
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5. Check both holes of PaisleyDuos before use! Pick up 3A, 2B (PaisleyDuos) through the concave
tips, and 2A. Pass through the middle A on next arch of beads. Pick up 2A, 2B through the 
convex tips, and 3A, and pass through the middle A on the next arch. Repeat once. Continue
through to exit the first A after the first 2B added in this step. See Diagram 4. 

Diagram 4

Diagram 5

Convex tip

Convex wide

PaisleyDuos can be threaded in several
ways. In this tutorial, I call the holes of the 

PaisleyDuos accordingly.

Concave tip

Concave wide

NOTE!
Skip this A 
bead

6. Pick up 1A. Pass through the 1A (next to the B), 2B and 4A, skipping the middle A in the arch
according to Diagram 5. 
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Diagram 6

7. Pick up 2A, 1C (11/0 Miyuki seed beads), and 2A. Loop around to pass through the beads
skipping the A arch beads according to Diagram 6. Pick up 3A, 1C, and 3A, and loop around
to pass through the next set of beads. Repeat from the start of this step once. Exit through
the first C added in this step. See Diagram 6. 

NOTE!
Make sure to skip A beads
on the previous arches
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8. Pick up 3A, 1C, and 3A, and pass through the next C. Repeat once (as shown on Diagram 7). 
Beadwork will cup above the PaisleyDuos.

9. Put 1D (Swarovski Pear) in the middle of your work positioned as shown in Diagram 7. Pick up
2A, 1C, 2A,  1C, and 2A, and pass through the next C. Repeat once. Exit the fifth A added in Step 
8. 

Diagram 7
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10. Pick up 2E (15/0 Miyuki seed beads), skip 1A, and pass through the next 2A, 1C, and 2A. See
Diagram 8. 

11. Pick up 1E, (skipping beads as shown in Diagram 8) and pass through next 1A, 1C, 2A, 1C, and 
1A. Repeat once. Pick up 1E, skip beads as shown, pass through next 2A, 1C, and 2A. Make 
sure the crystal is positioned as shown. Pull tight, then pass through your work until you exit 
through 1B convex tip. 

Diagram 8
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12. Reverse direction and sew back through the concave wide end of the B being exited. **Pick up
1B through the concave tip, 1E, and  1B through the convex tip. Pass through the next B convex
wide end. Pick up 1E, and pass through the next B convex wide end. Pick up 1A, 1F (8mm 
etched druk), and 1A, pass through the next B concave wide end. Pick up 1E, and pass through
the next B concave wide end. Repeat once from **. Exit through the second E added in this
step. See Diagram 9.

Diagram 9
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13. Pick up 6E, and sew in the direction shown through the concave wide end of the second B added
in Step 12. Pick up 2A, 1C, and  2A, and pass through the convex wide end of the first B added in 
Step 12. Pick up 6E, and pass in the direction shown in Diagram 10 through the last E added in 
Step 12. Follow existing thread path through the beads to the top of your work to exit 1E as 
shown. Repeat from the beginning of this step to to add beads to the top of the pendant. Weave
in thread ends to secure and trim. See Diagram 10. 

Diagram 10
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Your pendant is finished. Let’s move on 
to the necklace. 

14. On 1.75M (about 2 yards) of thread, add a beadstopper or a stop bead leaving a 20cm (8-
inch) tail. Pick up 4A, 1C, 3A, 1C, and  2A. Pass through the fourth, fifth and sixth bead
again, making a little loop (as shown on Diagram 11) and pull tight. 

15. Pick up 3A, 1B convex tip, 1F, 1B concave tip, 4A, 1C, 3A, 1C, and 2A. Make a loop as 
described in Step 14 again and pull tight. Repeat 14 times (making a total of 15 sections), 
then repeat Step 14 once more for a loop at the end. See Diagram 11 (shown shorter
than actual length.)

Diagram 11

Remember to check both holes of two-holed beads before use!
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16. Pick up 5A, and turn by passing through the C bead pointing downwards.  See Diagram 12.

17. Pick up 3A, 1E, and pass through the convex wide end of the next B. Pick up 1B through the 
concave tip, 1E, and 1B  through the convex tip. Pass through the concave wide end of the next
B. See Diagram 12.

Diagram 13
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18. Pick up 6E and turn through the concave wide end of the B just added. Pick up 4A, and pass 
through the convex wide end of the second B from Step 17. Pick up 5E, then follow the thread
path back through 2B, 1E and 2B as shown to exit the first E added in this step. Pick up 3A, 
and pass through one C on the next loop. See Diagram 13. 

Diagram 12

Diagram 14

19. Repeat Steps 17 – 18 across the row. When you reach the end of your work, pick up 5A and 
pass through the beads by the tail thread. Stitch back through the beads as shown to the 
other end of the row. See Diagram 14.

Convex tip

Convex wide

Concave tip

Concave wide
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20. Pass through 1C, 3A, 5E, 1B through the concave wide end, and 2A. Pick up 1C. Pass through
2A, 1B through its convex wide end, 5E, and 3A. Repeat along the row up to the middle
segment. When you reach the middle segment, pick up the pendant and pass through the top
C instead of adding a new C. Finish the row.  See Diagram 15.

21. Weave in threads to secure and trim. Attach a clasp to the loops on the ends – all done!

Diagram 15

CONGRATULATIONS!
Your Folklore necklace is finished. 


